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I. INTRODUCTION
This Historic Resources Survey Manual has been produced in conjunction with the Heritage Napa
project sponsored by the City of Napa Planning and Community Redevelopment departments. The
project involved both a city-wide windshield survey and an intensive survey of the Soscol
Gateway/East Napa neighborhood undertaken with the intent of laying the foundation for future
historic resources surveys throughout the city. The Soscol Gateway/East Napa survey is the first of
many historic resources surveys that can be conducted in neighborhoods throughout the city,
resulting in individual resource documentation and designation, the designation of the historic
districts, and/or the formulation of design guidelines and other preservation tools to guide the
treatment of historic properties.
This manual is intended to be used as a guide for future survey work; providing direction and
instruction in survey methodology and establishing standards that will unify survey and
documentation work throughout the city. Surveys tend to be academic exercises, utilizing knowledge
of architecture and history, but ultimately have practical uses as policy-shaping and communitybuilding mechanisms. They can be used to promote and preserve local heritage, and can also be used
by local government to inform planning decisions and shape city development in ways that are
appropriate and sensitive to historic and cultural resources.

TYPES OF SURVEY
WINDSHIELD SURVEY
Windshield survey is a descriptive term used to denote a method of fieldwork in which surveyors
travel throughout a survey area, typically by car, recording the general characteristics of a
neighborhood or city. Very little property-specific recordation is done, though photos might be taken
of streetscapes or representative examples of typical building types in an area. Many historic
resources surveys on the city-wide or neighborhood scale are conducted as windshield surveys. More
detailed surveys are reserved for individual property assessments appropriate to Historic Resource
Evaluation Reports, National Register of Historic Places nominations, and similar evaluations.
Windshield surveys, at their most cursory level, can produce documentation contained in survey
reports or recommendation memorandums that synthesize the information collected from a wide
variety of historic resources observed.

RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY
On a more detailed level, surveys can be conducted as reconnaissance surveys. This term refers to a
basic level of documentation that concerns only the physical attributes of a historic property. Only
those features visible from the public right-of-way are recorded (typically through photographs and
notes). A reconnaissance survey does not include the examination of building interiors. In California,
reconnaissance-level survey data is recorded on Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) 523A
forms, also known as Primary Records. On these forms, a representative photograph of the property
is included as well as a physical description and other identifying information (address, owner
identification, Assessor’s Parcel Number, etc.) For the most part, reconnaissance-level
documentation can be produced from visual observation and information collected in the field. Some
additional information garnered from city data may also be included. A reconnaissance survey does
not require property owner consent or access permissions
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INTENSIVE SURVEY
Intensive survey refers to a level of documentation that is more thorough than reconnaissance level,
and involves archival research and documentation of property-specific history. In California,
intensive-level survey data is recorded on DPR 523B forms, also known as Building, Structure, and
Object Records. On these forms, a location map is provided, along with a statement of significance,
which includes a discussion of the historic context into which the property fits, its property-specific
historic information (like past owners, historic uses, and construction history), and an evaluation of
the property’s historic significance and integrity according to registration standards established at the
national, state and local levels. An intensive-level survey might also include the assessment of
potential historic districts (recorded on DPR 523D forms or District Records) and their eligibility for
designation based on the significance and integrity of the resources they contain. Intensive-level
survey always builds on reconnaissance-level recordation (ie: a DPR 523B form cannot exist without
a companion DPR 523A form) and results in a comprehensive level of survey documentation on
which official historic designation can be based. An intensive survey does not require property owner
consent or access permissions.

METHODS OF SURVEY
A historic resources survey can be conducted using a variety of recordation methods dependant on
the technological and material resources available to the survey team. The methods of recordation
described below have various eases of use and applicability to future reference and cataloguing
systems.

PAPER-BASED
A somewhat antiquated method, the paper-based survey can nevertheless be utilized if needed. It is
most appropriate for small-scale surveys, where the amount of data collected and the need for
complex organizational systems is minimal. It typically involves the use of a standard survey form
carried in the field, with one form produced for each property documented. The form should include
menus of common types of architectural features (doors, windows, siding, roof form, etc.), as well as
ample space to note details and describe ornamentation. Photographs should be taken of each
property in conjunction with the paper form produced.

COMPUTERIZED/PHOTO-BASED
Historic resources surveys are progressively adapting to advances in modern technology, with many
surveys now conducted using electronic databases and other means of data collection. In some cases,
tablet PCs or PDAs are loaded with an electronic database and carried in the field. This allows
surveyors to directly enter data and notes into the database for later download into a master system.
Less cumbersome, is a photo-based survey where parcel maps guide photography. Photo numbers
are recorded on the maps in the field and survey data is input later. The surveyor references the
visual images taken in the field and inputs relevant data into an electronic database to produce the
necessary documentation. This method requires that multiple photos showing a certain level of fine
detail be taken of each resource.
In both cases described above, the need for accurate parcel maps and detailed, well-organized
photographs is key. The computerized survey method, or any method that utilizes an electronic
database, will likely provide the additional convenience of GIS (Geographic Information System)
compatibility, which is widely used by local governments for the purposes of planning and related
uses.
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II. FIELDWORK
This section will provide guidance for getting your survey started, conducting your work in the field,
and gathering the raw data that will enable you to document neighborhoods and resources.

TRIP PLANNING & EQUIPMENT
PLAN YOUR SURVEY TRIP
•

Compile maps of lots and buildings. Depending on your survey method, it is best to have
parcel maps marked with street names, address numbers, and Assessor Parcel Numbers.

•

Charge your camera batteries.

•

Adjust the resolution and compression settings on your camera for small file sizes. (Aim for
between 300kb and 500kb)

•

Set the date stamp if your camera has one to the current date.

•

Make sure your camera card has enough memory to accommodate the number of photos
you anticipate taking while you are in the field.

IN THE FIELD
•

BE SAFE! Always survey with a buddy. Stay within visual range of one another; work backto-back down a street or leap-frog down one side of a street. Do not work too far ahead of
your buddy and end up around corners or on other streets. Carry a cell phone in case of
emergency.

•

Do not trespass and respect private space. Stay on the sidewalk or in the street. Do not walk
through yards or up driveways. It is legal to take photographs of private property from a
public right-of-way, but once you step onto private property, you are trespassing. Use the
zoom on your camera to try to capture details or texture. Do not go up to tap on the siding,
no matter how curious you might be.

•

Take a letter of introduction with you (see page 6 for an example). Better yet, take extra
copies that you can leave with property owners. An explanatory letter on the official
letterhead of the organization you are working for will explain what you are doing to
concerned neighbors. Many people get worried or upset when they see people
photographing their house. It is NOT illegal to photograph private property from the public
right-of-way. Try to explain politely, be forthcoming with information, know the name and
contact information of the organization you are surveying for, and what the purpose of your
survey is. If a property-owner becomes too agitated, just make note of the address and move
on.

•

Stay organized – Keep careful track of photo numbers and addresses. Mark your maps with
the sequence of photographs so you know which photos belong to which property.
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SURVEY EQUIPMENT
•

Digital camera

•

Batteries

•

Memory cards (having a spare is always recommended)

•

Clipboard

•

Writing implements

•

Maps

•

Letter of introduction (see next page)

•

Cell phone

•

Water

•

Sunscreen

•

Sunglasses and hat

•

Comfortable walking shoes
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EXAMPLE LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
The following is an example letter of introduction that should be provided to the survey team by the
organization or party they are working for. This will introduce the surveyors and the project
undertaking to residents in the area. It should provide official contact information for those people
who are best able to answer questions and concerns.

COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
PLANNING DIVISION
1600 First Street
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 660
Napa, California 94559-0660
Phone: (707) 257-9530
Fax: (707) 257-9522

Date:
From:
Re:

October 16, 2008
Marlene F. Demery, Planning Manager
City of Napa Historic Context! Historic Resource Surveys

To Whom It May Concern:
The City and the Napa Redevelopment Agency have contracted with the architectural firm of Page
& Turnbull to develop historic context materials and to conduct an architectural and historical
building survey for the new Soscol Redevelopment Area. Both the context plan work and survey are
planning tools design to provide information to decision makers in the assessment of the historic
value of our built environment.
The Page & Turnbull survey team is working under contract with the City to provide this
information. Survey Team members are taking digital photographs of every building in the survey
area, and will be using a computer to record a physical description of each building, in accordance
with State of California survey standards.
Survey Team members WILL NOT trespass onto private property, and will conduct the survey from
the public sidewalk and street.
For more information on the survey, you may contact me at (707) 257-9347, or Jennifer Laliberte at
(707) 257-9502. We can also be reached by email at mdemery@cityofnapa.org or
jlaliberte@cityofnapa.org. We are excited for this work to begin and hope you will participate by
sharing information you may have about your property with our survey team.
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PHOTOGRAPHY GUIDELINES
This section provides tips for photographing historic properties, including how to obtain the best
views and detail shots, and how to organize your photographic data for easy and effective use. These
tips generally assume that photographs will be used on DPR 523 forms or other inventory
documents.

SETTING UP THE SHOT
•

The best photographs are horizontal – avoid vertical format if possible (DPR 523 Forms are
formatted for horizontal photos)

•

Try to get the whole building in the picture – this may mean shooting from across the street
or at an angle from down the street.

•

Include portions of adjacent buildings for context, but keep the main building in the center
and filling the majority of the frame.

•

Do your best to avoid trees, large trucks, and other objects that might obscure the view of
any part of the building.

•

Try to align the picture so that the bottom is even with the curb or some other horizontal
reference line.

•

Be aware of the sun’s location and angle – avoid backlit shots and harsh shadows. This may
mean you want to photograph one side of the street in the morning, and the other side in
the afternoon.

•

Try to keep in mind how your photos will be used. You will always need one good
representative photo of the entire building, either a front-on view showing the primary
façade or an oblique view that shows the primary façade and a secondary façade.

•

Take pictures of secondary facades as much as they are visually accessible.

•

A detail shot of the primary entry is often helpful, as porches create deep shadows that can
obscure details.

•

Get detail shots of any ornamentation or materials that might not be readily visible or
identifiable from an overall view of the building.

•

Photograph any auxiliary buildings on the property.

RECORDING YOUR PHOTOS IN THE FIELD
•

Adjust the resolution and compression settings on your camera for small file sizes.
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•

Use parcel maps to guide your photography. It may also be helpful to carry aerial
photographs, which can better show you the arrangement of parcels and the buildings on
each lot in conjunction with parcel maps.

•

It is helpful if your parcel maps are marked with street addresses, so that you can easily
orient yourself in the field. (Sometimes address numbers supplied by the city as part of the
parcel data and those on the building themselves will not match. In this case, it is helpful to
note the “real” address on the map for later reference.)

•

Use parcel maps that are zoomed-in enough to have ample space for writing photo numbers
within the boundaries of each parcel.

•

Record photo numbers as a range; for example 101-108, as they are recorded/named by
your camera.

AT THE COMPUTER
•

When renaming your photos, use your maps, which should be marked with photo numbers
as you took them in the field. Pay close attention to the order of photos.

•

The best file naming convention is to use the Assessor’s Parcel Number. This will make
photos much easier to find, especially when referencing other parcel data, which will often
go by the APN rather than a street address. For example: 003182009.jpg If there is more
than one photograph, additional pictures can be named 003182009-1.jpg, 003182009-2.jpg,
and so on. When there are multiple buildings on a lot, denote each one with a letter, then the
number of the photo, for instance the first photo of one building would read as 003182009A1.jpg, while the first photo of the additional building would read as 003182009-B1.jpg.

•

It is helpful to name the best representative shot of the building with the -1.jpg suffix. This
way it is usually the first to be accessed and denotes that it should be used as the primary
photo on a DPR 523A form.

•

Be sure the file size is within the recommended range; crop out extra pavement or sky if
needed, but maintain a standard height to width ratio.

•

Depending on the type and organization of your survey, it may be helpful to store photos in
folders and sub-folders according to neighborhood area, street, etc.

LABELING PHOTOS
•

The best way to label photos on inventory forms is to include mention of which façade(s) is
shown, where the photo is taken from, and what direction the camera is pointing. Some
variation of the following is standard: “View of primary façade from 5th Street, looking
west.”

•

Detail shots can be labeled simply with some version of the following: “Detail of primary
entry” or “Detail of cornice.”
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III. ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTIONS
Now that you have gathered your field data, it is time to begin documenting the physical
characteristics of the resources you have surveyed. This section provides guidance for writing
architectural descriptions including the identification of common building types and architectural
styles, the naming of various building parts and construction materials, and techniques for crafting
effective narrative architectural descriptions.
While this manual contains terms and descriptions that are commonly applicable to historic
properties in Napa, it is not an exhaustive dictionary of architectural terminology. There are many
style guides and architectural dictionaries that can be used to supplement the information contained
here. Please refer to Section VI. Bibliography & Recommended Reading for some excellent
bibliographic resources.

BUILDING TYPES
RESIDENTIAL
Single-Family Dwelling
A detached house, of one or more stories, containing one dwelling unit.

Single-family dwellings.
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Duplex
A building containing two dwelling units with separate entrances; typically the units are located sideby-side (in contrast to flats, which are stacked). Duplexes can be one or more stories in height, with
self-contained vertical circulation.

Flats
A building containing two or more dwelling units with separate entrances, arranged in multiple
stories, with one unit per floor. Double-flats take the form of two flat arrangements placed side-byside, each with a separate entrance.

Left: Duplex. Right: Flats (likely a converted one-story, single-family residence).

Apartments
A building containing at least three dwelling units, each one consisting of a room or suite of rooms,
and a bathroom. An apartment building can have one or multiple entrances.

Apartment building.
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COMMERCIAL
A building that accommodates commercial uses, including retail- or service-oriented shops, office
spaces, or a combination thereof.

Commercial buildings.

MIXED-USE
A building that accommodates more than one use; most typically, a residential unit or units above a
commercial establishment. The residential units usually have a separate entrance or entrances.

Mixed-use; residence over a shop.
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INDUSTRIAL
A building that houses manufacturing activities and related businesses; including processing,
assembly, packaging, repair, etc. Includes light industrial buildings, industrial lofts, warehouses,
factories, and utility buildings. Industrial buildings are often characterized by open, un-partitioned
interior spaces; tall stories; vehicular entrances; expansive, multi-pane, metal sash windows; and
substantial structural composition to support heavy machinery and loads of materials and product.

Industrial building.

CIVIC
Any public, municipal, or institutional building. Civic uses include auditoriums and social halls;
churches, synagogues, and temples; convents, rectories or other clerical residences; community
centers; government buildings and offices; post offices and fire stations; schools and educational
buildings; hospitals and medical facilities; jails and prisons; libraries; etc.

Church.
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AGRICULTURAL
Any property exhibiting an agricultural use through the presence of farm-related structures, such as
barns, stables, outbuildings, water towers, etc. Agricultural complexes often include an associated
house. Agricultural properties tend to be rural in nature and feature large parcels. However, they can
also be located on smaller parcels in the middle of well-developed neighborhoods in the instance
where sub-division of a larger property has taken place, leaving only vestiges of the original farm
acreage.

Agricultural property with house, stable, and outbuildings.

Barn/outbuilding
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ARCHITECTURAL STYLES
The following is a list of architectural styles most commonly found in Napa. The styles are presented
in chronological order according to the time periods in which they were generally employed. An
example of the style is illustrated, along with a date range, and a list of characteristic features.
Style
Greek Revival

Time
Period
1840-1870

Gothic Revival

1855-1870

- Pointed arch openings
- Steeply pitched gable roofs
- Decorative bargeboards
- Moldings and hoods over doors
and windows
- Gothic decorative elements such
as tracery
- Sub-styles include Rustic
Carpenter Gothic and Castellated
Gothic, often wrought in stone and
exhibiting crenellated battlements.

19th Century Commercial

1800-1910

- Italianate features
- 2 to 3 stories
- Flat roofs
- Bracketed cornices
- Parapets
- Simple decorative panels
- Upper story windows decorated
with molded surrounds
- Prominent storefronts with
recessed entrances flanked by large
display windows, with clerestories
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- Simple, symmetrical forms
- Low-pitched gable roofs, often
front-facing
- Wide friezes and eave returns
- Classical decorative elements
- Porticos or porches supported by
Classical columns
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Italianate

1860-1885

- Elements of Roman or Italian
classical decoration, like columns
- Flat rooflines, sometimes gable
roofs with a high, flat parapet at
the front
- Bracketed cornices
- Moldings and hoods over doors
and windows
- Horizontal wood siding
- Bay windows
- Wall panels

Second Empire

1865-1880

- Mansard roofs
- Ornate dormer windows
- Roof cresting
- Bracketed cornices
- Round arch openings
- Window hoods
- Quoining
- Projecting bay windows or
pavilions
- Towers or cupolas

Stick

1870-1890

- Geometrical, flat ornament
- Brackets or braces, including
extended brackets
- False front parapet roofs
- Superficial cross bracing, halftimbering and diagonal bracing on
the exterior (stickwork)
- Turned columns that are rarely
Classical
- Turned wood work, like spindles,
beads and buttons
- Square bay windows

Queen Anne

1880-1905

- Gable roofs
- Asymmetrical massing and
openings
- Variety of siding, including fish
scale shingles
- Stained and leaded glass windows
- Plaster and wood wall paneling,
often with floral or sunburst motifs
- Decorative barge boards
- Turned porch posts
- Square, round and octagonal
towers
- Sub-styles include Queen Anne
Cottage and Queen Anne Free
Classic
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Renaissance Revival

1880-1930

- Rectilinear facades
- Round arched windows; often in
Venetian arch groupings
- Windows surmounted by
pediments of varying or alternating
shapes
- Quoining
- Belt courses
- High basement or ground stories
with rusticated cladding
- Classical ornamentation like
columns and entablatures.

Romanesque Revival

1885-1905

- Substantial massing
- Round arched openings
- Corbels and corbel tables
- Stone or red brick cladding with
terra cotta trim
- Heavy, rusticated bases
-Style derived from medieval
European churches

Shingle/First Bay Region Tradition

1885-1910

Classical Revival

1890-1930

- The Shingle style is known in the
Bay Area as the First Bay Region
Tradition
- Wood shingle siding
- General symmetry with bulges
and projections
- Steeply pitched roofs
- Intersecting gables
- Restrained, small-scale
ornamentation
- Decorative details with a Classical
influence, such as Palladian
windows and columns
- Massive block-like forms
- Symmetry
- Simple wall surfaces with minimal
ornamentation
- Pediments
- Classical portico entries
- Large windows with lintels
- Classical pilasters and columns
- Substantial bases
- Ornate Classical entablatures.
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Colonial Revival

1885-1955

- Strict symmetry
- Classical ornament
- Central entry
- Prominent entries with decorative
hoods or porticos featuring
pilasters or columns
- Sidelights and fanlights
- Double-hung windows with
multi-pane glazing
- Side-gabled roofs
- Brick or horizontal wood siding
- Decorative shutters
- Brick chimneys

Dutch Colonial

1895-1955

- Gambrel roofs, often with
dormers or cross-gambrels
- Symmetrical massing
- Classical ornament
- Central entry
- Prominent entries with decorative
hoods or porticos featuring
pilasters or columns
- Brick chimneys

Simple Bungalow/Vernacular Cottage

1900-1915

- Small in size with simple square
or rectangular plans
- Hip or gable roofs
- Full-width or corner entry
porches
- Wood siding with simple flat
board trim
- Often have exposed rafter tails
and other “rustic” details
- Simple window configurations
and patterns

Craftsman

1900-1930

- Gable roofs with dormers, broad
eaves, projecting rafter tails,
purlins, and knee braces
- Widows with asymmetrical
muntin patterns
- Wood lap or shingle siding, or
other natural cladding materials
- Use of brick (sometimes clinker
brick) in chimneys, foundations,
and around porches
- Spacious porches with tapered
porch posts
- One-story bay windows
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Beaux Arts

1900-1930

- Classical stylistic elements,
including both substantial
traditional Classical elements and
more delicate and ornate motifs
- Columns with Classical capitals
- Egg-and-dart moldings, Greek
key fretwork, medallions, garlands
- Cornices with modillions and
dentils
- Commonly associated with
institutional buildings, public
buildings, and schools

20th Century Commercial

1900-1940s

Mission Revival

1910-1930

- 1 to 5 stories
- Flat or slightly pitched roofs
- Blond or light colored brick
cladding
- Little ornamentation other than
some decorative brickwork along
the cornice or a parapet
- Often 20th Century Commercial
style structures retain some 19th
Century Commercial style
elements, particularly the recessed
entrances, clerestories and
transoms.
- A style native to California
- Shaped parapets with heavy
coping
- Stucco wall cladding
- Clay tile roofs in hip and pent
forms
- Arched openings and arcades
- Boxy massing, including porches
and porte cocheres
- Projecting beam ends
- Decorative molded stucco wall
panels and motifs

Tudor Revival

1910-1935
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- Steeply pitched, gable roofs with
cross gables and dormers
- Slate shake shingle roofing,
sometimes with wrapped eaves
- Decorative half timbering
- Diverse wall cladding: smooth or
textured stucco, brick and/or stone
and wood clapboard or shingles
- Tall, narrow casement windows
with multi-pane glazing
- Prominent chimneys
- Sub-styles include English
Cottage, Norman Farmhouse,
Fairytale types, and Castellated
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Mediterranean Revival

1915-1945

- Stucco cladding
- Clay tile roofs or shaped parapets
- Elaborate molded ornament
around doors and windows
- Polychrome tile at entries
- Wrought iron grilles and
balconies
- Exterior ornament that includes
ornate window and door
surrounds, unique window
patterns, and applied medallions.

French Provincial

1915-1945

- Steeply pitched hip or mansard
roofs
- No eaves
- Stucco clad walls
- Stonework or quoining
- Box-like massing
- Minimal exterior ornament
- Decorative shutters and metal
balconets.

Pueblo Revival

1910present

Art Deco

1920-1930
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- Flat roofs with parapets
- Projecting wood roof beams
(vigas) or clay tile drain pipes
(canales)
- Stucco cladding to resemble
adobe

- Smooth wall surfaces, usually
stuccoed
- Sharp or angular lines
- Stylized geometric ornament,
including zigzags, chevrons, and
floral motifs
- Towers and vertical projections
above the roofline
- Ornamental designs derived from
a variety of sources including
Egyptian, Mayan and “Oriental”
art and architecture
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Art Moderne

1930-1940

World War II-Era Cottage

1935-1940

Minimal Traditional

1935-1950

Ranch

1935-1970

Contemporary

1940-1980
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- Smooth wall surfaces, usually
stuccoed
- Flat roofs
- Horizontal grooves or lines in
wall surfaces (speedlines)
- Horizontal awnings and
balustrades
- Rounded corners
- Portal windows
- Glass block inserts
- Asymmetrical facades
- Low-pitched gable or hip roofs
- Shallow or no eaves, sometimes
with exposed rafter tails
- Wood cladding, usually
horizontal, often with scalloped
trim
- Typically one-story
- Integral garages
- Wood or steel-sash windows,
picture windows, horizontal
muntins
- Low pitched gable roofs
- Shallow eaves or no eaves
- Wood, brick or stone cladding
- Prominent chimneys
- Typically one-story
- Sometimes institute simplified
Colonial Revival or Tudor Revival
details

- One-story, with long, low profile
- Integral garages
- Shallow hip or gable roofs
- Asymmetrical facades
- Moderate to wide eaves
- Wood or brick cladding
- Rustic or Colonial Revival
detailing; including scalloped barge
boards, gable birdhouses, and
shutters with decorative cut outs
- Flat or shallow gable roofs,
sometimes asymmetrical
- Sparse ornamentation, clean lines
- Stucco cladding, often with
panels of wood of brick siding
- Broad eaves with projecting
purlins
- Large windows and ribbon
windows
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Googie

1950-1970

Utilitarian

1860 –
present

- Inspired by space age aesthetics
- Cantilevered structural elements
- Upswept roof forms
- Acute angles
- Boomerang, starburst, amoeba
shapes, cut-out holes, spires, and
fins
- Bold use of color
- Large expanses of plate glass
- Functional style used for
industrial buildings, agricultural
buildings, and other utilitarian
structures
- Unfinished concrete, stucco, or
metal (corrugated or sheet) wall
surfaces
- Lack of ornamentation
- Flat or gable roofs, sometimes
with a parapet
- Expansive window openings with
metal, multi-pane sashes, only
portions of which are operable,
and clerestories
- Vehicular entrances

FORMS
A few standard building forms are sometimes confused or used interchangeably with architectural
styles. The form is the configuration of the building’s plan and façade, to which the detailing and
ornamentation of almost any architectural style can be applied. Common forms are outlined below.
Gable & Wing

22 February 2010

Found primarily in early vernacular
houses with Greek Revival, Gothic
Revival, or simple Victorian
ornamentation. The Gable & Wing
form consists of a front-facing gable
mass, with a gabled wing extending to
one side. Gable & Wing houses are
typically two stories in height and
have a one story porch spanning the
primary façade of the wing.
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Foursquare

Typically dating to the early 20th
century, the Foursquare form is
sometimes known as a Classic Box
because it commonly features simple
Classical ornamentation. It has a
cubic form, two units (stories) in
height, and two-units (rooms) wide,
with symmetrical facades typically
featuring a one-story, full-width
porch, two upper story windows, and
a hip roof with dormers.

Split-Level

A more modern house form, the
Split-Level was popular from the
1940s onward. It can bear a wide
variety of revival style ornamentation
and has a long, horizontal form
divided into one story and two story
portions. The one story mass is
situated between the story levels of
the two story mass. The primary entry
is located at the center of the facade,
and interior stairs ascend and descend
from the single story entry level.
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ILLUSTRATED GLOSSARY OF TERMS
The following is a list of architectural terms that will help in describing the physical characteristics of
buildings. Terms are grouped by the general ways in which they are most commonly implemented in
building construction, from the macro (building forms and major features) to the micro (details and
ornamentation). An example of each term is illustrated and a basic description given, along with tips
for identification in the field.

PLAN TYPES
**Note: In many cases, the shape of any plan that is not generally rectangular or irregular can be
described using the name of the letter that the plan’s shape most resembles. The most common are
shown below.
H-Shaped

Irregular

L-Shaped

Rectangular
(Also includes generally rectangular plans with small
projections)

U-Shaped

22 February 2010
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BUILDING HEIGHT
Attic

The uppermost story on a building, if
not intended for use as habitable
space. Typically contained within the
roof, and not a full story in height.

Full story

A story that is more than six feet in
height and extends more than half the
width of the primary façade.

First story

The first full story above ground
level. The presence of the primary
entry typically denotes the first story.

Half story

A story that is less than six feet in
height, usually at the top of a
building, due to the intersection of
the roof plane.

Mezzanine

A low or partial story between two
full stories. Difficult to distinguish
from the exterior, though sometimes
articulated by clerestory windows.

Raised basement

A basement level that is visible above
ground, but no more than six feet in
height. Usually features windows or
an entry that denotes usable space
inside.

22 February 2010
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CONSTRUCTION TYPES
Adobe

Building construction consisting of
solid walls made of adobe (mud)
bricks and mortar, usually coated with
plaster.

Brick masonry

Building construction consisting of
solid walls made of bricks and mortar.
Structural brick is recognizable from a
brick veneer by the presence of
headers within the bond pattern.

Brick veneer
(no headers)

Structural brick
(row of headers)

Concrete block (CMU)

Building construction that employs
hollow concrete blocks (typically with
multiple chambers) that are stacked
and mortared together much like
brick.

Concrete frame

Building construction consisting of
concrete beams, girders, and columns,
which are rigidly joined.

22 February 2010
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Heavy timber frame

Building construction in which the
major structural components consist
of thick timber posts, beams and
girts.

Hollow Clay Tile

Building construction that employs
hollow blocks made of clay (typically
with multiple chambers, like concrete
blocks) that are stacked and mortared
together much like brick. Often bricklike in color, they can be
differentiated
by
their
larger
dimensions and often ridged surfaces.

Steel frame

Building construction in which the
structural supporting elements consist
of combinations of steel beams,
girders, and columns.

Stone masonry

Building construction consisting of
solid walls made of stones and
mortar.

22 February 2010
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Reinforced concrete

Building construction consisting of
solid walls of poured concrete in
which steel reinforcing members are
embedded.

Wood frame

Building construction in which the
major structural components consist
of wood studs, joists, rafters, etc.

SITE & BUILDING FEATURES
Addition
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Any portion of a building’s mass that
was added after the initial
construction of the building. Often
identifiable by change in style,
ornament, scale, materials, and
general discontinuity with the original
portion of the building.
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Auxiliary building

A secondary building on a lot, often
smaller than the primary structure and
often playing a supporting role; for
example, a garage, shed, shop, or
cottage.

Balcony

An elevated platform (typically at an
upper story level) extending from the
wall of a building and surrounded by
a railing or balustrade. Sometimes
supported from below, sometimes
cantilevered. Intended to be occupied.

Balconet

A pseudo-balcony that is usually very
shallow and surrounded by a low,
ornamental railing. Typically projects
from around a window. Not intended
to be occupied.

Deck

An open, unroofed platform
extending from a building; typically
larger
than
a
balcony
and
differentiated from a porch by being
uncovered. Can be located at any
story level or on a rooftop.
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Fence

A barrier typically located at the
property line to enclose a lot or a
portion thereof. Can be of varying
heights and materials (wood, metal,
chain link), and usually described as
either decorative or for security
purposes.

Garage, integral

A garage that is physically connected
to a house, either incorporated within
the principal mass of the house or
structurally linked by a common wall,
hyphen, etc.

Garage, detached

A garage that is not physically
connected to a house.

Landscaped garden

A yard space around a house that
incorporates plantings and often
features such a walls, fences, benches,
gazebos, water elements, outdoor art,
etc. in an obviously planned
arrangement.
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Planters

Low walls or curbs that contain a
planted area. Differentiated from site
walls, which are located at the edge of
a lot. Often found along or integrated
into the foundation of a building.

Stairs/Steps

Stairs leading from the sidewalk onto
a lot or to the entry of the building.
Can be made of brick, poured
concrete, terrazzo, stone, or wood.
Steps refer to a short run of stairs,
about 4 or 5 steps maximum. A full
stair has many steps, often arranged
in multiple flights.

Setback

The distance between a property line
and a building, especially at the front
of a lot. (The first house has a
minimal setback, the third house has
a deep setback.) A building bordered
directly by the sidewalk has no
setback (as with the second and
fourth houses).

Site wall

A low concrete or masonry wall,
sometimes with a decorative fence on
top, which surrounds the front
perimeter of a lot. Can also serve as
planters or a retaining wall.
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FOUNDATIONS
Perimeter foundation

A foundation consisting of a retaining
wall, located partially or wholly below
grade, that contains the basement of a
building. Commonly made of
concrete, brick or stone.

Slab foundation

A foundation consisting of a flat layer
of concrete poured on the ground;
contains no basement.

Pier foundation

A foundation made of individual
columns of concrete, brick, stone, or
sometimes wood posts, set into the
ground and supporting the sill and
joists at the base of a structure.

ROOF FORMS
Combination

Gable-on-hip

22 February 2010
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Gable

Gambrel

Hip

Pent Roof
A long, shallow shed or hip roof that projects
from a wall.

Sawtooth

Shed

Truncated hip
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ROOF MATERIALS
Asphalt/composition shingle

Shingles made from roofing felt
coated with asphalt and mineral
granules. Typically found as roofing
material, but occasionally as siding.
Many colors.

Built-up roofing

A roofing surface made of alternating
layers of roofing felt and asphalt or
tar. Generally used on flat or
shallowly pitched roofs.

Clay tile

A roofing tile made of hard-fired clay,
usually red in color. Tiles have halfcylinder shapes and are laid in
alternately concave and convex rows
that overlap to shed water. Modern
imitations of clay roofing tiles are
made of concrete and have
interlocking S-shaped forms.

Corrugated metal

Sheet metal that has been shaped into
ridges; used as siding and roofing,
typically on utilitarian buildings.
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Tar and gravel

A roofing surface made of alternating
layers of roofing felt and asphalt or
tar and finished with a layer of gravel.
Generally used on flat or shallowly
pitched roofs.

Wood shingle

Wood boards cut to standard
dimensions and used as exterior
covering on roofs. Shingles are
applied in staggered and overlapping
courses to shed water.

SIDING & SURFACING MATERIALS
Aluminum

Lap siding made of aluminum to
resemble wood (faux wood grain
texture); recognizable by the metal
channel system around doors and
windows to which the siding is
affixed, unnaturally crisp edges, and
occasional dents.

Asbestos shingles

Shingles made of asbestos; often
recognizable by a wavy edge, seams
between shingles that are difficult to
distinguish, and chipped edges and
corners (asbestos shingle is very
brittle).

22 February 2010
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A masonry material made of fired clay
blocks laid in courses and held
together by mortar. A single brick is
typically rectangular in shape and of
standard dimensions (8”x 3 ¾” x 2
¼”), although thinner “Roman brick”
is also common. Can be found in
various earth-tone colors, laid in
decorative patterns, etc. As an
exterior siding, a brick veneer or
facing is applied in a single layer to a
wall. Exterior walls surfaces may also
be made of exposed structural brick.
Masonry blocks made of cementitous
mortar, sometimes containing stone
chips, molded to imitate the rough
surface of chiseled stone. Cast stone
can be differentiated from real stone
by the repetition of the mold pattern

Brick

Cast stone

Arrows indicate stones from the same mold.
Ceramic tile

Glazed ceramic tile, often found in
decorative colors and patterns. Used
as siding, particularly around
storefronts.

Composite wood siding

Horizontal siding made of wood fiber
and a binding agent that is pressed
under high heat and pressure into a
“board”. Recognizable by its faux
wood grain texture and the repetition
of graining and knot patterns.
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Corrugated metal

Sheet metal that has been shaped into
ridges; used as siding and roofing,
typically on utilitarian buildings.

Fieldstone

Rough stone, usually in flat, slab-like
forms used to build masonry walls or
veneers. Can be coursed and bound
with mortar, or dry stacked; the latter
is common in garden walls.

Fish scale wood shingle

Decoratively shaped and coursed
wood shingles of a variety of patterns,
including diamond, hexagon, fish
scale (rounded), octagon and
combinations thereof.

Formstone/Permastone

A cementitious material scored and
molded to resemble stone masonry.
Can be differentiated from cast stone
by the lack of actual joints between
“stones”.
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Glass block

Hollow blocks of glass, usually
translucent with textured surfaces.
Used to create walls of glass or large
window-like elements in a wall.
Commonly seen as infill in existing
openings.

Granite

A crystalline silicate rock having
crystals or grains of visible size,
usually of quartz or other colored
minerals. Recognizable by its speckled
pattern.

Limestone

A sedimentary rock composed
primarily of calcite or dolomite.
Recognizable by its somewhat chalky
texture (even when polished it does
not reach a high shine like granite or
marble).

Marble

A rock composed primarily of calcite
or dolomite; often highly polished to
enhance its appearance and bring out
colorations that result from varying
mineral content. Recognizable by its
characteristic veined patterns.

Pebble dash

An exterior wall finish containing
crushed rock or pebbles imbedded in
a stucco base.
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Pressed metal

Sheet metal panels that have been
given texture or pattern, often to
resemble masonry, or pressed with
ornamental designs.

Sheet metal

Flat panels of sheet metal, usually
nailed or screwed in place; used as
siding.

Smooth concrete, scored/molded

A surface of smooth concrete plaster
or parging surface, often scored or
incised with lines to resemble
masonry or for other decorative
purposes; or similarly decorated with
designs pressed or sculpted into the
concrete to create three-dimensional
features.

Scored

Molded

Stucco
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An exterior finish composed of some
combination of Portland cement, lime
and sand, which are mixed with water
and applied to a wall in a wet coating
and allowed to dry. Depending on the
content of sand, and other
particulates, it may have a smooth
texture or a rough texture. It may also
be applied with a trowel in such a way
that additional pattern and texture is
created.
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Terra cotta

Fired clay tile that has been molded
into both flat and ornamental shapes
to be used as exterior cladding and
decorative features. Can be glazed in
a variety of colors and finishes, but is
often found with a white, semi-gloss
finish.

Terrazzo

A mosaic paving material composed
of marble or stone chips, set in a
cementitious or resinous matrix, then
ground and polished; used as a
decorative surfacing on floors and
walls; often seen on entry stairs.

Vertical groove plywood

Plywood sheets with grooves that are
typically installed so that the groves
run vertically. Commonly referred to
by brand name T1-11

Vinyl siding

Horizontal siding made of vinyl to
resemble wood; recognizable by the
unnaturally crisp faux wood grain
texture and seams that span two
“boards”.
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Vitrolite

Glass tile, usually in larger dimensions
than ceramic tile, but used similarly as
siding around storefronts. Typical on
mid-century, Deco/Moderne style
buildings. Found in many colors, it
has a somewhat translucent quality.

Wood bevel siding

A form of wood drop siding that
mimics lap siding by having beveled
contours running the length of a
board. These contours have rounded
edges and usually create the effect of
very narrow lapped boards.
Identifiable by more distinct seams
between every two or three “boards,”
which indicate the joints between the
true boards.

Wood board-and-batten siding

Wood boards arranged vertically, side
by side, with thin wood strips
(battens) that cover the joints
between the boards.

Wood drop siding

A siding material consisting of wood
boards applied horizontally, with
rabbeted edges abutting each other to
form a flat surface (do not overlap
like lap siding). Some drop siding has
a flush surface and is known as
shiplap siding, other types have
articulated edges that form grooves
between boards and are known as
channel or V-notch drop siding.

Shiplap
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Wood lap siding

A siding material consisting of narrow
wood boards applied horizontally,
with the lower edge overlapping the
board below.

Wood novelty siding

Any siding that creates decorative
patterns or attempts to resemble
another type of material or
application. Typically made of wood
with a drop configuration, novelty
siding can be rounded to resemble
logs, or grooved to create patterns of
wide and narrow horizontal banding.

Wood shingle

Wood boards cut to standard
dimensions and used as exterior
covering on roofs and walls. Shingles
are applied in staggered and
overlapping courses to shed water.

ENTRIES
Hood
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An exterior structure that shelters a
building entrance. It projects from the
wall above an entrance and is either
cantilevered or supported by brackets.
It is only large enough to cover the
entry and stoop.
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Porch

An exterior structure that shelters a
building entrance; usually roofed and
generally open-sided, but may also be
partially enclosed, screened, or glazed.
It is often attached to the main
structure, but if set within the
building footprint, it is said to be an
integral porch. A porch is
differentiated from a portico by
containing occupiable space.

Portico

An exterior structure that shelters a
building entrance; it is a covered
entrance whose roof is supported by
a series of columns, posts or piers. It
is only large enough to cover the
entrance and stoop and does not
contain occupiable space.

Recessed porch

A porch that is integrated into the
main mass of a building and
overhung by the main roof, rather
than projecting from the façade and
being covered by a separate roof.

DOORS
Awning garage door
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A garage door consisting of a single
solid panel that raises and lowers
vertically.
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Double

A standard door, with two leaves.
Each leaf can consist of a standard
sized door, but are often narrower.

Flush

A wood or metal door that has a flat
surface (no panels). Flush doors may
be partially glazed.

Fully-glazed

Any door that consists primarily of
glass, with a narrow frame of wood or
metal around it. The bottom rail of the
door may be slightly wider than the
other rails and stiles, and a solid lock
rail may exist across the middle of the
door. The glass may be a single pane
or consist of multiple panes.

Garage/Service

Any door associated with a vehicular
entrance. Garage doors are common
on residential structures, while
commercial and industrial structures
typically have service doors. Garage
doors can be made of wood or metal
and can have various features such as
glazing, paneling, or decorative wood
cut-out motifs.
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Glass

Any door made entirely of glass (as in
a single pane of plate glass) and does
not have a frame. Hardware like
hinges, handles, etc. are affixed to the
glass itself.

Hinged garage door

A garage door that consists of a single
or double doors that are hinged at the
jamb and open by swinging
horizontally, inward or outward.

Partially-glazed

Any door made primarily of wood or
metal, but incorporates glazing.
Typically the glazing is located in the
upper portion of the door, can consist
of a single pane or have multiple
panes, in any size or arrangement. The
unglazed portion of the door can be
flush or paneled.

Paneled

A wood or metal door that has a
paneled surface. Panels may be of any
size and arranged in a variety of
patterns. They may consist of actual
panels set between door rails and
stiles, or may be carved or molded
into the door. Panel doors may be
partially glazed.
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Roll-up garage door

A garage door that consists of a single
articulated assembly, which raises and
lowers vertically. When open it
retracts either into a cylindrical roll
above the door header, or onto a flat
horizontal track. Roll-up doors can be
made of wood or metal.

Single

A standard door with one leaf. Also
known as a pedestrian door.

Sliding garage door

A garage door that consists of one or
two solid panels mounted on a
horizontal track or tracks, either on
the exterior or interior of the building
and which open by sliding
horizontally.

WINDOW MATERIALS
Aluminum
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A window with a sash made of
aluminum. Aluminum windows are
typically found in double-hung, slider
and casement configurations. The type
gained popularity in the 1960s and was
often used to replace older windows.
It is recognizable by its less substantial
appearance, or, in the case of extruded
aluminum members, its thick profile.
Aluminum windows typically do not
have muntins and are silver or black in
color.
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Steel

A window with a sash made of steel.
Popular in the mid-20th century, steel
is often used in industrial sashes, but
can take many other forms, though
typically not double-hung or sliding.
Recognizable by its more substantial
appearance (in comparison to
aluminum) and, in the case of steel
casement sashes, visible hinges on the
exterior. Steel windows often have
muntins.

Wood

A window with a sash made of wood.
Wood windows can take almost all
forms, though typically not sliding.
Wood is the window material of
earliest use, but has persisted
throughout the years.

Vinyl

A window with a sash made of vinyl.
Vinyl is a non-historic material, but is
often used to replace historic
windows. It can take almost all forms,
but especially sliding and double-hung.
Recognizable by relatively thick sash
profile, white plastic finish, and lack of
muntins. (Vinyl windows sometimes
use “grids” or false-muntins
sandwiched between the double-pane
glass.)

WINDOW TYPES
Art glass is any decorative glass work.
It commonly takes the form of stained
or leaded glass, which consists of
small glass panes held together by lead
caming to create decorative or
pictorial compositions. Stained glass is
characterized by the incorporation of
multicolored glass, while leaded glass
typically utilizes only clear glass.

Art/stained/leaded glass
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Awning

A window with the sash hinged at the
top and opening outward.

Casement

A window with the sash hinged on the
jamb. A double casement (pictured)
has two sashes, hinged on opposite
jambs.

Clerestory

A continuous horizontal band of
windows commonly located above
storefronts. Not to be confused with a
transom, which is a horizontal
window above a door, only as wide as
the door itself and often incorporated
within the door’s surround. (See
Transom.)

Double-hung

A window having two vertically sliding
sashes, each in separate grooves or
tracks and closing a separate part of
the window. (A single-hung window
will have the same configuration, but
only one sash, usually the bottom, will
be operable. The two are hard to
visually distinguish; double-hung can
be used as the catch-all term.)

Eyebrow window

A pseudo-dormer consisting of a
small, round arched window
projecting from a rooftop, with the
roof surface conforming to the arched
shape and blending seamlessly into the
main roof plane on either side.
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Fixed

A window sash that does not move or
open. Can consist of a single pane or
multiple panes.

Hopper

A window with the sash hinged at the
bottom and opening inward. (Hopper
windows never open outward as this
would allow rain in.)

Industrial sash

A multi-pane window with a primarily
fixed sash, but which has smaller
operable sashes within the larger
assembly. Typically made of steel and
found on industrial buildings.

Jalousie

A window having horizontal glass
louvers which pivot simultaneously in
a common frame.
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Lancet

A tall, narrow pointed arch window.
Typically found in Gothic
architecture.

Oculus/portal/rose window

Any round window. A portal window
usually refers to a simple, single-pane,
round window; while a rose window
refers to a more decorative round
window often featuring stained glass
or tracery. Both types are common in
religious architecture; the former can
also be found in the Classical and Art
Moderne styles, and the latter is most
common in Gothic architecture.

Palladian window

A window in the form of a round arch
flanked on either side by narrower
rectangular windows; often having
Classical detailing.

Pivot

A window having a sash that rotates
on a horizontal or vertical axis, at or
near its center
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Queen Anne window

A window incorporating a large
central pane or panes of clear glass,
surrounded by a border of smaller
square panes of stained glass.

Sliding

A window having two or more sashes
with at least one sash that moves
horizontally in tracks at the bottom
and top of the frame.

BAY WINDOW TYPOLOGY

Angled
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Square

Rounded
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ROOF FEATURES
Barge boards

The vertical facia board that follows the
pitched edges of the eaves of a gable
roof. Barge boards are commonly wide
and can feature decorative scrolled
edges or piercing.

Chimney

A vertical flue for conducting smoke
from a fireplace outside a building,
typically made of masonry, but can also
consist of a metal stove pipe or similar
encased in wood. An exterior chimney
is articulated on an exterior wall of a
house and visible from its base to its
cap, while an internal chimney is
located in the middle of a building and
only visible where the shaft projects
from the roof.

Corbel table

A variety of molding consisting of a
series of corbels, or engaged pendantlike elements with small arches
between.

Cornice

The common name for the decorative
projecting element at the top of a
façade; commonly bracketed and
located above a frieze.
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Cupola/lantern

A small structure, usually with windows
or louvered vents, located on top of a
roof.

Dormer

A minor projection on a pitched roof,
usually bearing a window on its front
face. Can have a variety of roof forms.

Exposed rafter tails

The exterior expression of a roof
structure, rafter tails being the pitched
members. Rafter tails are sometimes
applied as decorative elements and
commonly have shaped or scrolled
ends.

Gable ornament

Any ornament set in the triangular peak
of a gable end (in this case, a sunburst
panel).
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Parapet

A low wall at the edge of a roof; it can
be flat or stepped (as pictured) and
gives the impression of a flat roof,
though it often conceals a pitched roof.

Projecting purlins

The exterior expression of a roof
structure; purlins being the horizontal
members. Projecting purlin ends are
sometimes applied decorative elements
and are commonly fitted with knee
braces.

Rake molding

The decorative molding that runs up
the pitched edges of a gable roof,
against the wall.

Tower/turret

A tall structure, usually square or round
in plan, that rises to a greater height
than the building mass around it. A
tower begins at the ground level and is
articulated from the main structure for
its entire height. A turret begins above
the ground level and projects from the
building, or rises from the roof, but is
not articulated below the roofline.
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ORNAMENTATION
Balustrade

A railing or parapet consisting of a
horizontal rail on balusters (small
turned or cut out posts).

Bracket

A support projecting from a wall that
bears (or appears to bear) the weight
of a projecting or cantilevered
element. Brackets are often
decoratively scrolled or pierced.

Colonette

A cylindrical support derived from
Classical architecture, consisting of a
capital at the top, shaft, and base.
Much more slender than a column,
and differentiated from a pilaster by
being round. Commonly found
“engaged”, or partially attached to a
wall surface.

Column

A cylindrical support derived from
Classical architecture, consisting of a
capital at the top, shaft, and base.
More substantial than a colonette and
differentiated from pilasters in that
they are round and stand free of the
wall surface.
(See Classical Orders section, below,
for more information.)
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Crenellation

A parapet, the top of which is broken
by regularly spaced notches or slots.

Cresting

Decorative iron railing located along
the eaves or crest of a roof; usually has
delicate and intricate patterns.

Dentils

A series of closely spaced, small,
rectangular blocks forming a molding;
often as part of a cornice.

Eave returns

Short horizontal elements at the lower
edges of a gable roof that continue the
decorative scheme of the rake
moldings.

Entablature

The horizontal section of a classical
order composed of the architrave,
frieze, and cornice. Often found as a
roofline element at the top of a façade.
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Extended bracket

Found in Stick style architecture;
brackets at the cornice line that are
visually extended down the wall by
decorative trim boards.

Fanlight

A semi-circular or round arched
window located above a door, often
having radiating muntin patterns.

Finial

An ornamental element that projects
upward, usually from a roof or
parapet.

Garlands

An applied decorative motif in the
form of a horizontal swag of ribbons
and floral elements,
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Medallion

An applied decorative element,
typically with a round or ovoid shape.

Pendant

An ornamental element suspended
from above.

Pediment

A triangular or sometimes rounded or
“broken” decorative element located
above a window or door. Also, the
triangular face of a gable end when it
is enclosed by a horizontal cornice;
known as a pedimented gable.

Pilaster

A narrow rectilinear feature projecting
only shallowly from a wall, having a
capital and base and architecturally
treated as a column.
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Posts

Supporting members, usually of a
porch or portico. They can be either
plain or decoratively turned.

Quoining

The cornerstones of a wall
emphasized by size, more conspicuous
jointing, texture or more formal
dressing. Quoining is sometimes
mimicked in wood as well.

Screen

An open panel, usually located over a
porch, consisting of horizontal and/or
vertical strips, decorative pierced
wood work, or turned spindles.

Sculpted frieze

A frieze decorated by ornament in
relief.
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Shutter

A louvered or sometimes flat panel
intended to cover a window and
protect it from the elements, while still
admitting light and air. Shutters are
most often of the decorative variety,
and not intended for use – this is
obvious if, when closed, they would
not cover the entire window opening.
Flat panel shutters sometimes bear
decorative cut-out motifs.

Sidelight

Any window that flanks a door;
typically a tall narrow window that
spans the full height or partial height
of the door.

Spandrel panel

The triangular panel located in the
space between a right angle and the
curve of an arch. (Not to be confused
with a wall panel.)

Stickwork

Found in Stick style architecture;
horizontal and vertical boards applied
to a solid wall surface creating a
rectilinear pattern.
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Transom

A horizontal, rectangular window
above a doorway or window opening,
which conforms to the width of the
opening and is usually incorporated
within the same trim or surround as
the opening. A transom may also take
the form of a solid panel.

Tracery

The ornamental work of branchlike
lines, lacy openwork, or filigree
common in Gothic architecture.
Mostly associated with such
decorative work in windows, but also
found adorning solid wall surfaces.

Window hood

A prominent molding over a window.

Watertable

The projecting base of a wall, beveled
at the top to shed water away from the
foundation, or a small wood lip
projecting from a point between the
foundation and wall, designed to do
the same.
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SIGNAGE
Blade

A sign that projects perpendicularly
from a wall surface or roofline, often
with a vertical orientation.

Dimensional Letter

A sign made up of individual letters
mounted to a wall surface. Sometimes
letters will be illuminated.

Flat

A flat panel sign mounted to a wall
surface.

Freestanding

A sign mounted on a post or support
structure that is not attached to a
building.
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Illuminated Box

A relatively flat box with internal light
fixtures that illuminate a translucent
plastic panel. Can be mounted flat
against a wall surface or project, like a
blade sign.

Neon

Signage that incorporates neon tubing
to form words or pictures that can be
illuminated in various colors.

Painted

Signage painted directly on a wall
surface.

PREFERED TERMINOLOGY
•

Use “house” not “home.” A house is a physical structure people live in, a home is the
intangible concept of where one lives, the center of family, domestic focus, etc.

•

Use “façade”, not “elevation.” An elevation is the architectural drawing of a façade.

•

Use “parapet”, not “false parapet.” There is no such thing as a false parapet. There is a falsefront parapet, but it is a specific type of parapet that is located at the front of a gable roof to
give the impression of a flat roofline. A typical parapet surrounds the entire perimeter of a
roof and may be flat, stepped, or shaped.

•

Use “pendant”, not “drop pendant.” All pendants drop, no need to repeat the fact. If it
projects up instead of hanging down, it’s a finial.

•

Use “sash”, not “frame” when discussing windows. You can see the sash from the street, but
can’t see the frame unless you are standing right next to the window. It is the part that
connects to the wall and holds the sash.
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WRITING ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTIONS
STEP 1: OVERVIEW
[Location, setting, and general facts]
Building Name/Address: 643 Third
Street
Configuration of Lot: Rectangular
Side of Street, Street Name, Cross
Streets: South side of Third Street
between Burnell and Bailey streets, or
southeast corner of Third and Burnell
streets
Construction Date: ca. 1895
Number of Stories: One-and-a-half
stories over raised basement
Type of Construction: Wood frame
Type of Building (function): Singlefamily residence
Style: Queen Anne Cottage

STEP 2: MACRO ASPECTS
Shape of Plan: Rectangular
Type of Siding: Wood shiplap
Type of Roof: Hip
Foundation: Concrete

STEP 3: PRIMARY FAÇADE
Direction Primary Façade is oriented: North
Location/description of entry: Full-width porch, wood stairs, wood railing, turned wood posts,
scrolled brackets, covered by overhang of main roof.
Description of entry door: Partially-glazed, paneled wood door with glazed transom and flat board
trim.
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STEP 4: GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS
Typical fenestration: Two-over-two, double-hung, wood-sash windows with flat board trim,
bracketed sills, and skirting.
Architectural features: Wood water table, corner boards, enclosed porch on southwest corner, and
brick chimney on west side of roof.
Roofline: Scrolled eave brackets, large gable dormers on all sides of roof, rake boards, and eave
moldings.

STEP 5: SITE FEATURES
[If building is on a corner, describe secondary façade after finishing description of primary facade]
Auxiliary Buildings: Detached gable roofed garage at rear of lot.
Driveway: Paved driveway on the south.
Fence: Wood picket fence encloses lot.

STEP 6: CONDITION
643 Third Street appears to be in good condition.

RESULT: ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTION
The house at 643 Third Street is located on a rectangular lot on the southeast corner of Third and
Burnell streets. Built circa 1895, 643 Third Street is a one-and-a-half story over raised basement,
single-family residence, designed in the Queen Anne Cottage style. The building is rectangular in
plan, clad with wood shiplap siding, and capped by a hip roof. The foundation is concrete. The
primary façade faces north and is spanned by a full-width entry porch that is accessed by wood stairs.
It has a wood railing and turned wood posts adorned with scrolled brackets that support the
overhang of the main roof. The primary entrance is located at the center of the façade and is a
partially-glazed, paneled wood door with flat board trim. A secondary entry is located on the rear
façade. Typical fenestration consists of two-over-two, double-hung, wood-sash windows with flat
board trim, bracketed sills and decorative skirting. Architectural features include a wood water table,
corner boards, a brick chimney on the west side of the roof, and an enclosed porch at the southwest
corner of the building. The roofline features eave brackets, a large gable dormer on each side of the
roof, rake boards and eave moldings. The lot is enclosed by a wood picket fence. A paved driveway
to the south leads to a detached, gable-roofed garage. The house at 643 Third Street appears to be in
good condition.
An architectural description such as this will be found on State of California Department of Parks
and Recreation (DPR) 523 A (Primary Record) forms. Please see an example form provided on page
66.
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TIPS FOR EFFECTIVE ARCHITECTURAL DESCRIPTIONS
 Use cardinal directions instead of left and right i.e. “The north bay of the west façade…” rather
than, “the left bay of the west façade…”
 Use “stories”, instead of “floors.” “Floors” tends to denote interior divisions, whereas “stories”
denote exterior divisions.
 Spell out numbers, i.e. two-story, not 2-story, and three-over-one, not 3/1.
 The word “streets” is not capitalized when listing multiple streets (i.e. Third Street, but Bailey and
Third streets”). The same with other listed items with common suffix descriptors.
 Spell out the words “street”, “avenue”, etc. instead of using abbreviations.
 Call a property by its full address; i.e. 643 Third Street, not just 643 Third.
 Describe the “primary window type” (i.e. whatever type the majority of the windows are) along
with the macro elements of the building, then only specify particular window types for those
windows that are not of the primary type as you describe the building in greater detail.
 Avoid run-on sentences. If there are many terms to describe one window, end with a period and
describe the next feature in a separate sentence.
 Use the term “designed” to denote original styles and forms. Use “remodeled” or “replaced”, and
use “re-clad” rather than “clad” if the building has been altered in such ways.
 Pay attention to the number of stories; the primary entrance is usually on the first story. The level
below that is considered a raised basement, even if it is a full ground story containing a garage.
 Specify if the building is on a corner lot or through-lot (a lot that has street frontage on two
opposite sides).
 Pay attention to multiple-family vs. residential-over-commercial. Use one of the multiple-family
residence terms (apartments, flats, etc.) if there are no commercial uses present. Use the term
“mixed-use” if there are commercial uses present.
 Descriptions should reference all buildings on the lot, including any addresses that the other
buildings may have. Even if the second building has its own address and is described on its own
form, it should be mentioned on the form for the corresponding form for that property and visa
versa. Forms should be able to be cross-referenced.
 Ancillary buildings that do not have their own address and obviously play a supporting role to the
primary building (i.e. a garage, small cottage, etc) should be described briefly after the primary
building has been described.
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PRIMARY RECORD

Primary #______________________________________________
HRI #__________________________________________________

Trinomial______________________________________________
NRHP Status Code
Other Listings_____________________________________________________________________
Review Code________ Reviewer________________________
Date_______________

Page _1_ of _1
*Resource name(s) or number(assigned by recorder)
643 Third Street
P1.
Other Identifier:
Oxbow School residence, Cavagnero Family House
*P2.
Location:
Not for Publication
Unrestricted
*a. County: Napa
and (P2b and P2c or P2d. Attach a Location Map as necessary.)
*b.
USGS 7.5’ Quad:
Date: 1980
Napa, CA
*c.
Address:
643 Third Street
City:
Napa
Zip: 94559
d.
UTM: Zone: 10
mE/
mN (G.P.S.)
e.
Other Locational Data: Assessor’s Parcel Number (Map, Block, Lot): 006-142-012-000
*P3a. Description: (Describe resource and its major elements. Include design, materials, condition, alterations, size, setting, and boundaries.)
643 Third Street is located on a rectangular lot on the southeast corner of Third and Burnell streets. Built circa 1895, 643 Third
Street is a 1.5-story over raised basement, wood frame, single-family residence designed in the Queen Anne style. The building is
rectangular in plan, clad in wood shiplap siding, and capped by a hip roof with cross-gable dormers. The foundation is not visible.
The primary facade faces north and features a full-width entry. The porch is accessed by wood stairs and features wood railings
and turned wood posts with ornate scrolled brackets at the top supporting the overhang of the main roof. The primary entrance is a
fully-glazed wood door with a transom and flat board trim. A secondary entrance is located on an enclosed rear porch on the south
façade. Typical fenestration consists of two-over-two, double-hung, wood-sash windows with flat board trim and decorative skirts.
Architectural features include a wood water table and a corbelled brick chimney on the west side of the roof. The roofline includes
open eaves with scrolled brackets that correspond to the vertical trim around the windows. The large gable dormers, one on each
side of the roof, feature a window and a louvered attic vent, as well as rake boards and a horizontal frieze element. The lot is
enclosed by a wood picket fence. The house appears to be in good condition.
*P3b. Resource Attributes: (list attributes and codes)
*P4. Resources Present:
Building
Structure

HP2. Single family property
Object
Site
District

Element of District

Other

P5b. Photo: (view and date)
Primary façade, looking south
from Third Street
3/24/2009
*P6. Date Constructed/Age and
Sources:
Historic
Ca. 1895
Buell, “A Local History of East
Napa” (1998)
*P7. Owner and Address:
Oxbow School

*P8. Recorded by:
Page & Turnbull, Inc. (CPH)
724 Pine Street
San Francisco, CA 94108
*P9. Date Recorded:
7/22/2009
*P10. Survey Type:
Intensive
Heritage Napa: Soscol Gateway/East Napa Historic
*P11. Report Citation: (Cite survey report and other sources, or enter “none”) Resource Survey
*Attachments:
None
Location Map
Sketch Map
Continuation Sheet
Building, Structure, and Object Record
Archaeological Record
District Record
Linear Feature Record
Milling Station Record
Rock Art Record
Artifact Record
Photograph Record
Other (list)
DPR 523A (1/95)
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IV. ARCHIVAL RESEARCH
In order to perform an intensive-level survey that examines the history and evaluates the significance
of individual properties or groupings of properties (as with historic districts), archival research is
necessary. In the City of Napa there are a number of repositories and archives that are helpful in
providing primary information. Archival research provides facts and data that, coupled with
information from secondary sources such as books and other publications, can help you create a
comprehensive history of your subject property and subsequently determine its historic significance,
integrity, and eligibility for historic designation.
Below is a brief orientation to the major repositories in the City of Napa and how to conduct
research at each. Please note that research is not always straight forward and you may encounter
unexpected twists, turns and gaps in the information you uncover. The guidance below does not
cover every instance you may encounter while researching, but all of these repositories and
government offices have staff members who will be able to help you navigate their organizational
systems.
The booklet “Discover Your House’s Roots: A Historic Home Research Workbook” produced by
Napa County Landmarks, Inc. may also be a helpful resource while performing property-specific
research.

REPOSTORIES IN NAPA & HOW TO USE THEM
NAPA COUNTY HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Location: Goodman Library, 1219 First Street, Napa
The Napa County Historical Society is located in the Goodman Library in downtown Napa. It is a
valuable archive that holds many materials pertinent to Napa’s history. There are numerous resources
in the Historical Society’s collection, including historic maps, photograph and ephemera files,
Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, a newspaper index, aerial photos, and Federal Census records. Some
of these sources may also be available elsewhere (particularly online, see below), but might be most
helpful to find at the Historical Society if your access is limited. You may file a research request at the
reference desk to initiate a search of any of these materials.
The Napa County Historical Society is a prime source for City Directory research. These directories
provide a “reverse listing” in which you can look up the address of the property you are researching
and find the names of associated residents and/or businesses. City Directories also provide a
standard listing that provides those same names with information about occupations or more detailed
business listings.

NAPA CITY-COUNTY PUBLIC LIBRARY
Location: 580 Coombs Street, Napa
The Napa City-County Public Library has a section of books and documents pertaining to local
history that may prove useful in your research, particularly for wide-focus contextual information.
The library also has an index to the Napa Valley Register and other local newspapers. The index is
organized by keywords, so be prepared with a list of owner names, business names and any other
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keywords that might lead to newspaper information about your property. Ask the Reference
Librarian to pull the card files for those keywords. Search the files and copy down the newspaper
name, date, page and column numbers.
Next, turn to the microfilm filing cabinets near the microfilm viewer and look up each article by
newspaper name and date. Search through each reel for the issue (by date), page and column where
each article will be found.
Please note that the newspaper is only fully indexed from 1850 to 1900. It is not indexed from 1901
to 1976, and is only selectively indexed after 1976. It is best to know approximate dates of
construction, ownership, and important events associated with the property you are researching
before you begin newspaper research. If you are searching within the period from 1901 to 1976, you
will only be able to comb through the microfiche reels for mention of your property, which may be
very time consuming. Knowing approximate dates will help you narrow your search.
Do not hesitate to ask library staff for assistance.

NAPA COUNTY ASSESSOR’S OFFICE
Location: 1127 First Street, Napa
The Napa County Assessor’s Office can provide property-specific information in the form of deed
records. With this information a chain of ownership can be deduced that will indicate the dates when
a property was bought and sold and who its owners were.
Before you begin, you will need to know the Assessor’s Parcel Number (APN) for the property you
are researching.
Start with the bank of computers located along the wall to the right of the main entrance to the
Assessor’s Office:
1. Access the MPTS Main Menu
2. In the Application Menu go to the Public Inquiry screen
3. Double click on “Assessor Public Inquiry”
4. In the “Asmt” box, type in the APN of your property and hit enter
5. Click the “Ownership History” button at bottom of screen for current ownership information
6. Click the “Images” button at bottom of screen for a scanned image of a sales ledger page.
You will now have owner names and transaction dates for the property’s most recent sales, as well as
a legal description of the property in question. Now proceed to the rear of the Assessor’s Office
where the large banks of Sales Ledger books are located. You will work backwards chronologically
using the name of the earliest owner that was given by the computer search. Start with the General
Index Grantee books for the span of years that covers the next earlier span of time.
Use the name of the last known owner to search for transactions that show when and who they
purchased the property from. (In this case, the known name is the Grantee, or the person purchasing
the property.) You will be looking for the name as the buyer of the property. The corresponding
Grantor – seller – name will be the next earlier owner of the subject property. Continue to work back
through time, formulating the chain of ownership.
Many times a person will have owned multiple properties, with numerous transactions occurring over
the years. If you find your Grantee’s name listed multiple times, you will need to determine which
sale corresponds to the property you are researching. This can be done by using the microfiche
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located in the filing cabinet next to the sales ledger area. Look up each transaction in question by
volume and page number (as noted in the sales ledger books). Use the legal description of the
property that is found on the sales ledger page that was shown under “Images” in your computer
search (see step #6 above). Match it to the legal description now shown on each detailed transaction
record on microfiche to determine which transaction was for your subject property.
Do not hesitate to ask Assessor’s Office staff for assistance in this process.

NAPA COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DEPARTMENT
Location: 1600 First Street, Napa
The City of Napa Community Development Department holds an archive of planning materials
specific to the city. This includes past architectural surveys, property-specific studies, maps, and other
documents that may prove useful to your historical research. With a request to the Planning Division,
it may be possible to obtain access to these files.
The Building Division of the Community Development Department processes permit applications
for physical work done to properties within the city. Recent building permit records can be found
online through the City’s Etrakit system: http://www.napa-ca.gov/etrakit/index.asp
Use the “Permit Search” button and search by Site APN or Site Address to find records for your
property.
Online permits only show the most recent permit applications filed for the property however, and
you may need to request older records from the City’s Building Division to get a full picture of your
property’s physical evolution over time. Provide the Building Division with the address and APN of
the property you are researching and they will look up any older paper-based permits. These records
can tell you when a property was constructed, altered, or had physical work done, resulting in a
comprehensive building chronology.

OTHER PRIMARY SOURCES
SANBORN FIRE INSURANCE MAPS
Sanborn maps were created by the Sanborn Company for insurance assessment purposes, but today
stand as a record of urban growth as well as the evolution of individual properties. These maps show
detailed drawings of building foot prints and indicate construction materials, story heights,
fenestration, and other features. In Napa, Sanborn Fire Insurance maps exist for the years 1886,
1891, 1901, 1910, 1924, and 1949. By observing a property or neighborhood on each of these maps,
you can see how it changed and grew over time. For instance, you can determine when a building
was first constructed, if it replaced an existing building, if it was added on to or altered, if it was
moved, if its address changed, and so on. Some of these invaluable maps can be found in the
collection of the Napa County Historical Society, as noted above, but can also be accessed online,
often through local library or university websites. You will likely need to set up a user account and
password to access online Sanborn maps.

FEDERAL CENSUS & OTHER PUBLIC RECORDS
Every ten years the United States government undertakes an enumeration of the country’s
population. These records can be extremely useful in providing baseline biographical information for
people who may be associated with the property you are researching. For example, searching a name
in Census records can provide information about a person’s residence, family members, nationality,
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occupation, and so forth. Records are only available up through 1930, but can be extremely helpful in
portraying a person or family’s general history and their association with a particular property.
Federal Census records are public records and so are available through many repositories, such as the
Napa County Historical Society or the Napa Valley Genealogical & Biographical Society. Genealogy
websites like Ancestry.com are also fast and easy places to gather such information. Other public
records commonly available at such repositories and websites include Public Record Indexes, birth
and death indexes, Draft Registration cards, immigration records, and so on.
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STATEMENTS OF SIGNIFICANCE

The purpose of an intensive-level survey is to determine the historic significance of a property or
district and undertake an evaluation of its eligibility for historic designation. This in turn contributes
to local planning considerations; the application of environmental policy at local, state and national
levels; and, of course, a property’s actual listing on a historical register and the preservation incentives
such designation provides.
The exercise of assessing historic significance is based on information gathered during research,
including the archival research discussed in the previous section. Information should also be garnered
from secondary sources such as books, previous studies and reports, and other materials. Also
important is contextual information concerning the historic trends and development of the
geographical area surrounding the subject property or properties, which is contained in a Historic
Context Statement. A Historic Context Statement may already exist for the area in which you are
surveying or one may need to be written as part of your undertaking. If one does not exist, this is the
place to start and will help you better understand the historic and physical context into which your
subject property fits, as well as provide standardized guidance for its evaluation.
Numerous publications providing standards and guidelines for writing Historic Context Statements
and statements of significance are available; most published by local and state agencies. It is
important to reference these sources, as well as consult directly with government officials in the city
planning department and State Office of Historic Preservation in order to make sure your
methodology for formulating these elements is acceptable. The following sections provide an
abbreviated overview of the function, structure and development of significance statements.

HISTORIC CONTEXT STATEMENTS
A Historic Context Statement is a narrative document that identifies the broad patterns of history
that have influenced a community’s social and physical development. It provides an organizational
framework for evaluating the significance of potential historic resources and is a foundation for
review and continuing survey of the community’s historic resources. Generally, a context statement
includes a history of an area, an examination of the area’s physical development, and identification of
important property types and architectural styles found within the community.
A context statement should not be considered a final document, and is continually evolving to
include new aspects of history and historical development that may not have been originally
addressed.
A context statement should follow the outline prescribed by the California Office of Historic
Preservation, as follows:
1) Title Page
2) Federal Language – Projects funded by Certified Local Government (CLG) grant
monies are required to include language denoting this. Contact the Office of Historic
Preservation for their preferred verbiage.
3) Table of Contents
4) Front Matter – Include a discussion of project background and purpose, methodology,
parties involved, existing surveys and documentation.
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5) Summary Statement – Summarize the themes, time period(s), and geographic area that
the Context Statement addresses.
6) Historical Background – Provide a broad narrative historical overview of the forces
that have shaped land use patterns and development of the physical environment in the
area being addressed.
7) Theme – Provide a narrative section or sections containing an analytical discussion of
the historical patterns, significant events or activities, environmental, social, political,
technological and cultural influences, and significant individuals or groups relevant to
the context statement’s topic.
8) Property Types – Identify important property types and their historical significance to
the themes identified. Emphasis should be placed on extant property types, their general
location and likely condition, guidance for how to apply eligibility criteria and establish
integrity thresholds for each property type.
Items 7 and 8 can typically be grouped and organized into multiple chronological chapters when developing a
geographically-based Context Statement that concerns the entire history of an area.
9) Preservation Goals and Priorities – Outline and prioritize recommended preservation
activities and methods for identifying, evaluating, and treating the property types
identified as significant.
10) Bibliography and Footnotes – Use the Chicago Style to cite sources.
11) Maps, Photos and Illustrations – Provide graphic support for the narrative, especially
where particular buildings are referenced. Be sure to caption and cite illustrations
appropriately.
It would be useful to refer to the Heritage Napa City-Wide Historic Context Statement developed by Page
& Turnbull (2009), for an example of structuring and content approved by the California Office of
Historic Preservation.
Official resources that provide guidance on the development of Context Statements include:
 The Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines for the Archeology and Historic Preservation
 National Register Bulletin 16B: How to Complete the National Register Multiple Property Documentation
Form

PROPERTY-SPECIFIC STATEMENTS OF SIGNIFICANCE
Property-specific statements of significance are included on State of California Department of Parks
and Recreation (DPR) 523 B (Building, Structure Object Record) forms. Please see an example form
on page 78. Statements of significance draw on information provided in the Historic Context
Statement for the area in which the property is located, but also provide a focused context statement
for the specific property being addressed.
A statement of significance can range from a few paragraphs to a few pages in length, depending on
the amount of information gathered about a property. It also includes an evaluation of the property’s
historic significance and integrity, which should follow the guidelines established in the appropriate
Historic Context Statement.
A property-specific statement of significance should begin with a brief discussion of the historic
context of the geographic area in which the property is located, as well as the historic context of any
historic trends with which it might be associated. (For instance, the statement of significance for an
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automobile dealership should include discussion of trends in local automobile use, industry, and
events that may have influenced the development of the property.)
Next, the statement of significance should address information specific to the subject property, such
as the chain of ownership, construction chronology, and other related facts. These topics can usually
be addressed chronologically for the best narrative flow.
The statement of significance should conclude with an evaluation of the property’s historic
significance and integrity. Each of the four National/California Register Criteria for Evaluation
should be addressed in turn, with indication as to whether the property meets the criteria or not.
Similarly, each of the seven aspects of integrity should be addressed with indication as to whether the
property retains or lacks each aspect. A concluding statement at the end of the evaluation should
assign a California Historic Resources Status Code (CHRSC) and describe the corresponding level of
eligibility that the property possesses. (Further guidance on using the Criteria for Evaluation, Aspects
of Integrity and CHRSCs is provided in the following section.)

MAKING EVALUATIONS
After referencing the appropriate Historic Context Statement for your geographic area and writing a
property specific statement of significance based on research, you are prepared to evaluate the
subject property according to local, state and national criteria. Evaluations address issues of historic
significance and historic integrity, and ultimately assign a conclusive status code to the property, as
follows:

EVALUATION OF SIGNIFICANCE
The National Register of Historic Places is the nation’s most comprehensive inventory of historic
resources. The National Register is administered by the National Park Service and includes buildings,
structures, sites, objects, and districts that possess historic, architectural, engineering, archaeological,
or cultural significance at the national, state, or local level. Typically, resources over fifty years of age
are eligible for listing in the National Register if they meet any one of the four criteria of significance
(A through D) and if they sufficiently retain historic integrity. However, resources under fifty years of
age can be determined eligible if it can be demonstrated that they are of “exceptional importance,” or
if they are contributors to a potential historic district. National Register criteria are defined in depth
in National Register Bulletin Number 15: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation. The
California Register of Historical Resources follows nearly identical guidelines to those used by the
National Register, but identifies the Criteria for Evaluation numerically.
The four basic criteria under which a structure, site, building, district, or object can be considered
eligible for listing in the National or California registers are:
Criterion A/1 (Event): Properties associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history;
Criterion B/2 (Person): Properties associated with the lives of persons significant in
our past;
Criterion C/3 (Design/Construction): Properties that embody the distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that represent the
work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant
distinguishable entity whose components lack individual distinction; and
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Criterion D/4 (Information Potential): Properties that have yielded, or may be likely
to yield, information important in prehistory or history.1
Properties significant under these criteria would also likely be eligible for local listing in the City of
Napa’s Historic Resources Inventory (HRI). Properties listed in the HRI may be designated as
Landmarks, Neighborhood Conservation Properties, or simply listed as significant.

EVALUATION OF INTEGRITY
In addition to qualifying for listing under at least one of the National Register/California Register
criteria, a property must be shown to have sufficient historic integrity. The concept of integrity is
essential to identifying the important physical characteristics of historic resources and in evaluating
adverse changes to them. Integrity is defined as “the authenticity of a historic resource’s physical
identity evidenced by the survival of characteristics that existed during the resource’s period of
significance.”2 The same seven variables or aspects that define integrity—location, design, setting,
materials, workmanship, feeling and association—are used to evaluate a resource’s eligibility for
listing in the National Register and/or the California Register . According to the National Register
Bulletin: How to Apply the National Register Criteria for Evaluation, these seven characteristics are defined
as follows:


Location is the place where the historic property was constructed or the place where
the historic event occurred. The original location of a property, complemented by
its setting, is required to express the property’s integrity of location.



Design is the combination of elements that create the form, plans, space, structure
and style of the property. Features which must be in place to express a property’s
integrity of design are its form, massing, construction method, architectural style,
and architectural details (including fenestration pattern).



Setting addresses the physical environment of the historic property inclusive of the
landscape and spatial relationships of the building(s). Features which must be in
place to express a property’s integrity of setting are its location, relationship to the
street, and intact surroundings (i.e. neighborhood or rural).



Materials refer to the physical elements that were combined or deposited during a
particular period of time and in a particular pattern of configuration to form the
historic property. Features which must be in place to express a property’s integrity
of materials are its construction method and architectural details.



Workmanship is the physical evidence of the crafts of a particular culture or people
during any given period in history. Features which must be in place to express a
property’s integrity of workmanship are its construction method and architectural
details.



Feeling is the property’s expression of the aesthetic or historic sense of a particular
period of time. Features which must be in place to express a property’s integrity of

1
Any archaeological artifact found on a property in Napa has the potential to yield knowledge of history and could
therefore prove significant under this criterion. Most architectural surveys do not include this criterion in their scope,
however.
2 California Office of Historic Preservation, Technical Assistant Series No. 7, How to Nominate a Resource to the California Register of
Historic Resources (Sacramento, CA: California Office of State Publishing, 4 September 2001), 11.
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feeling are its overall design quality, which may include form, massing, architectural
style, architectural details, and surroundings.


Association is the direct link between an important historic event or person and a
historic property. Features which must be in place to express a property’s integrity
of association are its use and its overall design quality.

Generally, a property that has exceptional integrity will retain all of its character-defining features,
and will rate highly in all aspects of integrity. A property with exceptional integrity will have
undergone few or no alterations since its original construction, and will not have been moved from
its original location. In the case of a property associated with a significant person, retention of the
physical features that convey the property’s association with that person is critical. In addition to the
retention of character-defining features, a property with exceptional significance must also retain all
features from the period when it was associated with a significant person (including later alterations).
Properties with exceptional significance should be given high priority in preservation planning
efforts.
Generally, a property that has sufficient integrity for listing in the national, state, or local historical
register will retain a majority of its character-defining features, and will retain enough aspects of
integrity to convey its significance. The aspects of integrity necessary depend on the reason the
property is significant. Increased age and rarity of the property type may also lower the threshold
required for sufficient integrity. High priority is typically placed on integrity of design, materials, and
workmanship for properties significant under Criterion C/3, while for properties significant under
Criterion A/1 or B/2, these aspects are only necessary to the extent that they help the property
convey integrity of feeling and/or association. Similarly, integrity of location and setting are crucial
for properties significant under Criterion A/1, but are typically less important for properties
significant under Criterion B/2 or C/3. For properties significant under all criteria, it is possible for
some materials to be replaced without drastically affecting integrity of design, as long as these
alterations are subordinate to the overall character of the building. For example, minor alterations
such as window replacement may be acceptable in residential districts, but not in an individual
property designed by a master architect.

ASSIGNING A CALIFORNIA HISTORIC RESOURCE STATUS CODE
Evaluation of a property’s historic significance and integrity, as outlined above, will produce a
conclusion as to the property’s eligibility for historic designation at various levels (national, state, or
local). The State of California uses a system of California Historic Resource Status Codes (CHRSCs)
to denote this determination of eligibility. The CHRSC assigned to a property can be found at the
top of its associated DPR 523B form, on which the full evaluation is recorded. The CHRSC assigned
by the qualified evaluator of the property stands as a record of determination, and though it does not
formally designate a property in any way, it can effect how the property is treated under the
California Environmental Quality Act, or local planning policy.
The CHRSC system assigns ratings of “1” to “7” to properties in order to establish their historical
significance in relation to the National Register of Historic Places, California Register of Historical
Resources, or a local historic register. Properties with a listing of “1” or “2” are eligible for either the
California Register or the National Register -or- are already listed in one or both of the two lists.
Properties with a Status Code of “3” or “4” appear to be eligible for listing in either register, but
normally require more research to support this rating. Properties with a rating of “5” are typically
locally significant or are of contextual importance. Designations of a “6” or “7” mean that the
property is not eligible for listing in any register or is not of historical importance.
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Within these numerical categories are sub-codes that more specifically identify the way in which a
property is eligible (individually or as part of a potential historic district, for instance) and the method
of evaluation that it underwent (for example, survey evaluation).
Please see page 77 for a complete list of California Historic Resource Status Codes and their
meanings.
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California Historical Resource Status Codes
1

Properties listed in the National Register (NR) or the California Register (CR)

1D
1S

Contributor to a district or multiple resource property listed in NR by the Keeper. Listed in the CR.
Individual property listed in NR by the Keeper. Listed in the CR.

1CD
1CS
1CL

Listed in the CR as a contributor to a district or multiple resource property by the SHRC
Listed in the CR as individual property by the SHRC.
Automatically listed in the California Register – Includes State Historical Landmarks 770 and above and Points of Historical
Interest nominated after December 1997 and recommended for listing by the SHRC.

2

Properties determined eligible for listing in the National Register (NR) or the California Register (CR)

2B
2D
2D2
2D3
2D4
2S
2S2
2S3
2S4

Determined eligible for NR as an individual property and as a contributor to an eligible district in a federal regulatory process.
Listed in the CR.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for NR by the Keeper. Listed in the CR.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for NR by consensus through Section 106 process. Listed in the CR.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for NR by Part I Tax Certification. Listed in the CR.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for NR pursuant to Section 106 without review by SHPO. Listed in the CR.
Individual property determined eligible for NR by the Keeper. Listed in the CR.
Individual property determined eligible for NR by a consensus through Section 106 process. Listed in the CR.
Individual property determined eligible for NR by Part I Tax Certification. Listed in the CR.
Individual property determined eligible for NR pursuant to Section 106 without review by SHPO. Listed in the CR.

2CB
2CD
2CS

Determined eligible for CR as an individual property and as a contributor to an eligible district by the SHRC.
Contributor to a district determined eligible for listing in the CR by the SHRC.
Individual property determined eligible for listing in the CR by the SHRC.

3

Appears eligible for National Register (NR) or California Register (CR) through Survey Evaluation

3B
3D
3S

Appears eligible for NR both individually and as a contributor to a NR eligible district through survey evaluation.
Appears eligible for NR as a contributor to a NR eligible district through survey evaluation.
Appears eligible for NR as an individual property through survey evaluation.

3CB
3CD
3CS

Appears eligible for CR both individually and as a contributor to a CR eligible district through a survey evaluation.
Appears eligible for CR as a contributor to a CR eligible district through a survey evaluation.
Appears eligible for CR as an individual property through survey evaluation.

4

Appears eligible for National Register (NR) or California Register (CR) through other evaluation
4CM

5

Master List - State Owned Properties – PRC §5024.

Properties Recognized as Historically Significant by Local Government
5D1
5D2
5D3

Contributor to a district that is listed or designated locally.
Contributor to a district that is eligible for local listing or designation.
Appears to be a contributor to a district that appears eligible for local listing or designation through survey evaluation.

5S1
5S2
5S3

Individual property that is listed or designated locally.
Individual property that is eligible for local listing or designation.
Appears to be individually eligible for local listing or designation through survey evaluation.

5B

Locally significant both individually (listed, eligible, or appears eligible) and as a contributor to a district that is locally listed,
designated, determined eligible or appears eligible through survey evaluation.

6

Not Eligible for Listing or Designation as specified
6C
6J
6L
6T
6U
6W
6X
6Y
6Z

7

Determined ineligible for or removed from California Register by SHRC.
Landmarks or Points of Interest found ineligible for designation by SHRC.
Determined ineligible for local listing or designation through local government review process; may warrant special consideration
in local planning.
Determined ineligible for NR through Part I Tax Certification process.
Determined ineligible for NR pursuant to Section 106 without review by SHPO.
Removed from NR by the Keeper.
Determined ineligible for the NR by SHRC or Keeper.
Determined ineligible for NR by consensus through Section 106 process – Not evaluated for CR or Local Listing.
Found ineligible for NR, CR or Local designation through survey evaluation.

Not Evaluated for National Register (NR) or California Register (CR) or Needs Revaluation
7J
7K
7L
7M
7N
7N1
7R
7W

Received by OHP for evaluation or action but not yet evaluated.
Resubmitted to OHP for action but not reevaluated.
State Historical Landmarks 1-769 and Points of Historical Interest designated prior to January 1998 – Needs to be reevaluated
using current standards.
Submitted to OHP but not evaluated - referred to NPS.
Needs to be reevaluated (Formerly NR Status Code 4)
Needs to be reevaluated (Formerly NR SC4) – may become eligible for NR w/restoration or when meets other specific conditions.
Identified in Reconnaissance Level Survey: Not evaluated.
Submitted to OHP for action – withdrawn.
12/8/2003
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*NRHP Status Code 3S, 5S1
*Resource Name or # (assigned by recorder)
376 Soscol Avenue

6

B1.
Historic name:
Cayetano Juarez Adobe
B2.
Common name:
The Old Adobe
B3.
Original Use:
Residence
B4.
Present use
Restaurant
Mexican Colonial
*B5. Architectural Style:
*B6. Construction History: (Construction date, alterations, and date of alterations
Constructed, 1845. Northern addition and wood shiplap siding, circa 1940. Electrical work, 1973. Sing installed, 1980. Electrical
work, 1998. Gas line installed, 2006. Metal siding on south gable end, window alterations, etc., date unknown.

*B7.

Moved?

No

Yes

Unknown

Date:

Original Location:

*B8. Related Features: None
B9a.

Architect:

None
b. Builder: Cayetano Juarez
Theme
Area: Soscol Gateway/East Napa
Spanish & Mexican Settlement
Period of Significance
Property Type Residence
Applicable Criteria
1845
A/1, B/2, C/3

*B10. Significance:

(Discuss importance in terms of historical or architectural context as defined by theme, period, and geographic scope. Also address integrity)

In 1821, Mexico gained independence from Spain, and in 1834 the Spanish Missions were secularized. Subsequently, the land that
had previously been owned by the Church was distributed among the elite of Mexican Californio society and vast ranchos were
established. The land of Napa Valley was dominated by the Vallejo family, headed by Mexican General Mariano Guadalupe
Vallejo, who was responsible for clearing the area of its native inhabitants and securing the region for Mexican colonization. Many
of his loyal soldiers and friends, who had helped in these efforts, were rewarded with land grants in the Napa Valley.
An 8,865 acre grant, which encompassed the present-day area of Soscol Gateway/East Napa, was given to Cayetano Juarez
(1809 –1883) in 1841 as a reward for his service in the Mexican Army. It was located on the east side of the Napa River and was
named Rancho Tulocay after an old Native American Wintun settlement in the area. Juarez boasted that he had over 400 native
laborers on the property. Juarez married Maria de Jesus Higuera, and they became popular members of the local community; the
couple had 11 children and were known for hosting fiestas and rodeos typical of the Mexican Pastoral period. Juarez built several
adobe structures in the 1840s and 1850s for his family. The only one remaining is the adobe house at 376 Soscol Avenue, which
was constructed in 1845. Because the Juarez family continued to live on Rancho Tulocay until well after the City of Napa was
founded, this area was subdivided much later than other parts of the city. (continued)
B11. Additional Resource Attributes: (List attributes and codes)

HP2. Single family property, HP6. 1-3 story commercial building

*B12. References:
Buckman, O.H., Official Map of the County of Napa California, 1915.
“New Ideas for Old Adobe: Historic Napa building has uncertain future,”
Napa Valley Register, 1 June 2009.
(continued)
B13. Remarks:
*B14. Evaluator:
Caitlin Harvey, Page & Turnbull, Inc.
*Date of Evaluation:
9 November 2009
(This space reserved for official comments.)
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B10. Significance: (continued)
In 1859, Juarez donated approximately 48 acres of his land to the City of Napa to establish Tulocay Cemetery, where he would
eventually be buried. In 1872, he was also responsible for providing 192 acres to the State of California for the establishment of the
Napa State Asylum for the Insane. The portion of the rancho featuring the Juarez’s adobe house remained in the family’s
ownership, however. As early as 1903, the house was inhabited by Juarez’s daughter, Domilita Juarez Metcalf. Domitila Metcalf,
widow of farmer Charles Metcalf, continued to operate the diminished parcel of rancho land as a farm, with the help of a headman
or laborer, until the 1920s.
In the 1920s, the Juarez Adobe was transformed into a bar, no doubt prospering from the traffic on the State Highway (now Soscol
Avenue), which ran past the adobe’s front door. From 1951 through the 1970s, the bar was known to have been operated by
Natale J. Imperiale and was known as the Old Adobe Hut. In the 1970s it suffered a fire, but remained intact. In 1991, the property
was sold to Flynn, Gelow & Dubois. Details on this partnership are unknown, but the name Gelow connects to the Gelow family
that operated an independent newspaper distribution business at 807 Soscol Avenue from the 1987 to the present. In 2002, 376
Soscol Avenue was purchased by Raymond and Denise Cook, but within the same year was sold to the current owners, Tito R.
Fuentes and Alma Eugenio. Various additions and alterations have been made to the building over the years, however, its original
form and characteristic adobe walls remain. In 2002, the adobe was purchased by its current owner and continues to be used as a
bar and restaurant.
Evaluation:
As the oldest building in the City of Napa, the Juarez Adobe at 376 Soscol Avenue is extremely significant under a variety of
National and California register criteria. Built in 1845 as the residence of the Cayetano Juarez family, it was an integral part of
Mexican colonization in the Napa Valley, and is the only remaining resource from that time period in the city. It is associated with
the practice of land grant distribution by Mexican political figures like General Vallejo, to elite Californios like Cayetano Juarez, who
established vast, profitable ranchos. The course of the property’s history also illustrates the gradual subdivision of Rancho Tulocay
lands, but highlights the retention of the central homestead by the Juarez family until the 1920s. In this way, 376 Soscol Avenue is
significant under Criterion A/1 (Events) for association with important historic events.
The property is associated with Cayetano Juarez, who was responsible for the construction of the adobe house and resided in it for
almost 40 years. Juarez can be considered an important early settler of the Napa Valley region, in addition to the significant roles
he played as a Mexican political figure. He is widely noted for his service in the Mexican army, assistance in Vallejo’s campaigns
against the local native population, involvement in the Bear Flag Revolt, prominence as a landowner and rancher, and role in
assisting with the establishment of local institutions like the Tulocay Cemetery and Napa State Asylum for the Insane. For this
association with an important historic figure, 376 Soscol Avenue is significant under Criterion B/2 (Persons).
The Juarez Adobe is the only adobe structure remaining within Napa city limits and represents a unique example of a type, period,
and method of construction. Adobe construction was a vernacular building method typical of the Spanish and Mexican periods in
California that utilized native materials. Traditional Mexican adobes tended to take a characteristic long, low form consisting of
rooms arranged in a linear configuration and unified by a veranda or porch spanning the length of the building. Such buildings
featured sleeping lofts under side-gable roofs, which were accessed by an exterior stair at one end of the building. The Juarez
adobe exhibits all these traits (or vestiges of them), in addition to the mud brick and wood materials that make up its structure.
Therefore, 376 Soscol Avenue is significant under Criterion C/3 (Architecture), as having architectural merit.
Though the property at 376 Soscol Avenue was not fully assessed under Criterion D/4 (Information Potential), its age and status as
one of the earliest places of Mexican habitation in the area, as well as a known Native American settlement both before and during
the Juarez’s occupation of the area, means that it may have the potential to yield information important to prehistory or history in
the form of archeological deposits or other features.
The Juarez Adobe has never been moved and therefore retains integrity of location. Its integrity of setting has diminished as the
City of Napa has grown up around it; however, this is a natural course of development. Important elements of the surrounding area,
such as Soscol Avenue and the Napa River are related to the historic setting of the Juarez Adobe. Although the adobe functions as
a commercial building—specifically as a bar and restaurant, as it has since the 1920s—its original use as a residence no longer
remains. Therefore it lacks integrity of association with its original function, but does retain integrity of association with a historic
use. The building has diminished integrity of materials, design, and workmanship from its original construction, due to alterations
such as the addition of various exterior cladding materials, small additions on the north façade, alterations to window openings, etc.
Nonetheless, it retains integrity of design, materials and workmanship in its character defining features, including scale, form,
massing and retention of its adobe fabric. Due to the cumulative loss of aspects like setting and design, however, the Juarez adobe
lacks integrity of feeling, and does not clearly convey the aesthetic or historic sense of a Mexican era adobe residence.
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B10. Significance: (continued)
The Cayetano Juarez Adobe at 376 Soscol Street is recognized locally through listing on the City of Napa’s Historic Resources
Inventory (HRI). However, it also appears to be eligible for individual listing in the National Register of Historic Places and
California Register of Historical Resources. As an important element in the Mexican settlement of the Napa Valley, and a prime
example of adobe construction associated with the prominent historic figure of Cayetano Juarez, it appears to have historic
significance that outweighs its diminished physical integrity. The Juarez Adobe can be categorized as the City of Napa’s last
remaining Mexican Era adobe building and is the city’s oldest structure. The further dilution of its integrity or loss of the building
altogether would be a significant detriment to Napa’s history and heritage.
The status code of 3S assigned to this property means that appears to be eligible for the National Register as an individual
property through survey evaluation (which means that it is, by default, also eligible for the California Register). The additional status
code of 5S1 means that the property is already recognized as a local landmark within the City of Napa.

The Cayetano Juarez adobe (the structure on the left) on the Rancho Tulocay, constructed in 1845.
(Weber, 12.)

The Cayetano Juarez adobe, circa 1955, when it operated as the Old Adobe Hut.
(Kilgalin, 67.)
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B12. References: (continued)
Obituary: Natale J. Imperiale, San Francisco Chronicle, 10 April 2001. Accessed via Ancestry.com, 8/11/09.
Timeline of Napa County History. www.napacountygeneaology.com, accessed 8/11/09.
Aerial photos. Pacific Aerial Surveys – Oakland, CA. 1956-1995.
Ancestry.com: Federal Census records, WWI and WWII draft cards, Public Records Indexes, etc.
Buell, Sabrina. “A Local History of East Napa.” 1998.
City of Napa Assessor’s Office: deed records.
City of Napa Building Division: building permits.
Coodley, Lauren and Paula Amen Schmitt, Napa: The Transformation of an American Town. San Francisco, CA: Arcadia
Publishing, 2007.
Kilgalin, Anthony. Napa: An Architectural Walking Tour, San Francisco, CA: Arcadia Publishing, 2001.
Napa city directories.
Napa City-County Public Library: newspaper index.
The Napa Valley Museum and Lin Weber, Napa, San Francisco, CA: Arcadia Publishing, 2004.
Sanborn Fire Insurance maps (1886, 1891, 1901, 1910, 1924, 1949)
Timeline of Napa County History. www.napacountygeneaology.com.
Weber, Lin. Old Napa Valley: The History to 1900. St. Helena, CA: Wine Ventures Publishing, 1998.
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